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The paper deals with multiscale modeling of the minor component ordering in wurtzite Ga$_{1-x}$In$_x$N ($x < 0.5$) alloys. The treatment combines the total-energy density-functional calculations of the metal atom interaction parameters and the atomistic description of the alloy decomposition using lattice kinetic Monte Carlo. It is demonstrated that the phase decomposition patterns in wurtzite GaInN are very sensitive to the interplay of metal atom interactions at several interatomic distances (at least to the fourth nearest neighbors) on the cation sublattice. Variation of the metal interaction energies within reasonable limits resulted in pronouncedly different relaxation patterns (linear or wall ordering of In and Ga atoms along c-axis, planar ordering parallel to basal plane, spinodal decomposition). The high sensitivity of the GaInN decomposition to relatively small variations of the metal interaction energies could be the main reason for the experimentally observed versatility of the alloy decomposition patterns and their sensitivity to the particular experimental conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The unique properties of gallium nitride based semiconductors make them very attractive for short-wavelength light emitters and high-power and/or high-temperature electronics applications.$^1$ In particular, Ga$_{1-x}$In$_x$N alloys are very promising because of their ability to emit light in the wavelength range from ultraviolet (GaN) to red (InN). However, a serious problem for the application of these alloys in electronic devices is their pronounced trend toward phase decomposition.$^2$–$^{12}$ The resulting nonuniformity of the alloy chemical composition can unfavorably affect the alloy electronic properties.$^1^3$

Phase decomposition is observed already in as-grown GaInN layers and, currently, it is a common trend to associate the observed phase decomposition with the mechanisms specific for the growth conditions.$^{14,15}$ However, thermodynamic instability seems to be the inherent property of the wurtzite modification of GaInN, because InN precipitation was observed in GaInN during high-temperature annealing as well.$^7$ Also, the phase separation in InGaN film, which had started at the film growth stage, was further promoted by the high-temperature postgrowth annealing.$^9$ which would not be the case if the decomposition was entirely a growth artifact.

Though phase decomposition of alloys is generally a well-known phenomenon, the microstructure evolution laws in GaInN alloys are not yet fully understood. GaInN demonstrates multiple, sometimes seemingly mutually contradictory, decomposition modes, including alloy ordering$^8$–$^9$ and phase separation: either precipitation$^5$–$^7$ or compositional modulations.$^{12,16}$ Moreover, in some experiments, the different decomposition modes are observed simultaneously in the same alloy samples.$^{11}$

The thermal stability of GaInN (more precisely, of its zinc-blende modification) was addressed in a number of theoretical studies, dealing with the calculation of GaInN phase diagram.$^{17–22}$ In spite of quite different expressions used for calculations of the alloy mixing energy (from the simple parabolic law of regular solution theory$^{17}$ to sophisticated cluster expansion$^{22}$) and the ways of estimating relevant input parameters for them (from semiempirical valence-force-field approximation$^{17,19}$ to detailed first-principles calculations$^{22,23}$), these treatments consistently predict the miscibility gap for GaInN in a broad temperature range and, thus, explain at least some trends of microstructural evolution in GaInN (precipitation and spinodal decomposition). However, these results are insufficient to explain, for instance, why phase precipitation coexists in GaInN with pronounced ordering. In fact, in terms of regular solution theory, phase decomposition and ordering are mutually exclusive in binary alloys and all thermodynamic theories treat GaInN as a quasibinary alloy, neglecting the nitrogen sublattice. Neither is it clear how to explain the appearance of ordered compositional modulations during spinodal decomposition. Hence, more sophisticated models need to be considered to explain the whole body of experimental observations.

In particular, the coexistence of phase separation and ordering can be explained, provided the mixing enthalpy includes several parabolic terms from, say, metallic atom interactions at different interatomic separations.$^{24,25}$ In this sense, the difference between zinc-blende GaInN, typically considered in phase diagram calculations, and its wurzite modification, can be important. In zinc-blende modification, the simplest approximation for the mixing enthalpy, where only metal atom interactions at the first nearest neighbor separation are taken into account, involves the sole free parameter, namely, the first-nearest-neighbor pairwise interchange energy,$^{26}$

$$W = 2E_{\text{Ga-In}} - E_{\text{Ga-Ga}} - E_{\text{In-In}},$$

where $E_{\text{Ga-Ga}}$, $E_{\text{Ga-In}}$, and $E_{\text{In-In}}$ are the energies of pairwise interactions between nearest-neighbor atoms of corresponding types. In contrast, the metal sublattice in wurtzite GaInN is hcp with nonideal c/a ratio (from 1.626 in pure GaN to 1.612 in pure InN,$^{27}$ cf. the ideal value of 1.633). Correspondingly, a metal atom is surrounded by nearest-neighbor cation sites of two nonequivalent types—in the own basal...
neighbors, contributions from more separated metal atoms would correspond to these configurations contribute to the free energy of the system. Moreover, in addition to the nearest neighbors, contributions from more separated metal atoms (e.g., configurations O-2ac and O-2c in Fig. 1) might give non-negligible contribution to the crystal free energy, which will additionally increase the difference between zinc-blende and wurtzite structural modifications. Thus, one cannot straightforwardly transfer the models developed for zinc-blende GaInN to the wurtzite polytype: an appropriate model should explicitly account for the particular structure type.

The second factor that can influence the modes of phase transformation in GaInN and should be explicitly taken into account in theoretical models is the elastic strain. The strains can arise in GaInN samples both due to local compositional fluctuations of Ga and In atoms, having noticeably different covalent radii, and, more globally, due to the fact that samples of GaInN are typically grown on substrates with noticeably different lattice parameters. For example, according to Refs. 4, 22, 28, and 29, sufficiently high biaxial compression associated with the growth of GaInN on a massive GaN substrate can completely suppress the trend to phase separation.

Also, in order to give reliable predictions concerning the particular decomposition modes in GaInN, a theoretical model should use adequate estimates for the material-dependent parameters (such as interatomic interaction energies), which are usually not identifiable experimentally. As shown in this work, quite moderate variations of these parameters can result in completely different decomposition modes. Only recently, there have appeared the treatments of InGaN decomposition (in both zinc-blende and wurtzite modifications), where the relevant parameters were estimated using sufficiently accurate first-principles calculations for different local atomic configurations of the alloy.

Finally, an essential limitation of practically all the existing theories is the adherence to thermodynamic approaches, where the main efforts are devoted to the adequate representation of the equilibrium free energy. In a quite sophisticated treatment of this kind, the energies of several thousands of different ordering patterns in zinc-blende GaInN were estimated numerically by first-principles calculations in order to select the most energetically favorable ones. However, there is no guarantee that these most favorable configurations will be observed in practice. Indeed, at sufficiently high temperatures, phase transformations are suppressed by entropy contributions to the free energy, while at too low temperatures, they may require an unreasonably long time to form due to the suppressed atomic mobility. As a result, phase transformations can be observed only if the annealing temperature falls into the window between these regimes, which, depending on the properties of the particular material, can, but not have to, exist. In order to be quantitatively predictive, the theoretical approach should combine purely energetic calculations with kinetic methods. A good example is the above-mentioned Ref. 29, where the stability of the predicted ordered configuration in zinc-blende GaInN was checked against temperature variation using the Monte Carlo method.

In this work, we have investigated the minor component ordering in wurtzite Ga_{1-x}In_N (x < 0.5) alloys using the kinetic rather than thermodynamic approach. First of all, using the total-energy density-functional calculations, we have determined the metal atom interaction parameters in Ga_{1-x}In_N and have checked their sensitivity to variations of alloy composition x and to external elastic strains. Second, instead of generating multiple ordered configurations of the alloys and comparing their energies, we have directly simulated the kinetics of the random alloy decomposition by lattice kinetic Monte Carlo (LKMC). With the help of such multiscale modeling, we have demonstrated not only the decomposition patterns corresponding to the ab initio values of metal atom parameters, but have predicted also how these patterns would be modified, provided these parameters were varied within reasonable limits.

**II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS**

In the current study, we investigate the possible modes of GaInN decomposition in a way, somewhat resembling the typical experimental approach. Namely, we select possible parameters of interatomic interaction (estimating them, in particular, by first-principles calculations) and perform computer “annealing” of initially random alloys, looking for the metal distribution patterns that evolve as a result. The kinetic description of the GaInN decomposition is performed in the standard “pseudobinary” approximation, because the probability of metal atoms to occupy the sites on nitrogen sublattice and vice versa is negligible. Correspondingly, only the metal atom redistribution on the hcp cation sublattice has been simulated by LKMC. The sizes of simulation cells varied from ∼16,500 to ∼33,000 of atomic sites on the metal sublattice, and the boundary conditions were periodic in all three principal directions.

The movement of atoms on the metal sublattice of GaInN results from the cation vacancy diffusion. The frequencies of individual vacancy jumps are given by the standard Gibbs relation

---

**FIG. 1.** The wurtzite structure of Ga_{1-x}In_N alloy. Black spheres represent nitrogen atoms, while white and shaded spheres represent metal atoms. The shading is used to mark the special dispositions of atoms considered in the paper. a and c are the basal and prismatic lattice parameters, respectively.
\[ P^a = v_0 \exp\left(-\frac{E_{\text{sp}}^a - E_{\text{in}}}{k_B T}\right), \]

where \( \alpha \) is the index of the considered jump, \( v_0 \) is an attempt frequency (~10^{13} \text{ Hz}) , \( E_{\text{sp}}^a \) and \( E_{\text{in}} \) are the energies of the crystal in the saddle point of the vacancy jump and in the equilibrium position prior to the jump, respectively, \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann factor, and \( T \) is the absolute temperature.

The saddle point energy for a vacancy jump was approximated in our simulations as \( E_{\text{sp}} = E_m + \max(E_{\text{in}}, E_{\text{fi}}) \), where \( E_{\text{fi}} \) is the equilibrium crystal energy after the jump and \( E_m \) is the migration barrier, which in the simplest case is assumed to depend only on the chemical nature of the atom exchanging with the vacancy. In terms of this approximation, often referred to as Metropolis algorithm,\(^{31} \) the vacancy jump probability is finally defined as

\[
P^a = v_0 \exp\left(-\frac{E_m}{k_B T}\right) \times \begin{cases} 
\exp\left(\frac{(E_{\text{in}} - E_{\text{fi}})}{k_B T}\right) & \text{if } E_{\text{in}} < E_{\text{fi}} \\
1 & \text{otherwise}. 
\end{cases}
\]

For typical LKMC simulation cells of tens to hundreds of thousands of lattice sites, it is impossible to calculate directly the equilibrium energies of all possible configurations and so some approximations are normally used. Here, we restricted ourselves to the “pair-bond” approximation, where the energy of the crystal, \( E_{\text{tot}} \), is represented as a sum of the energies \( e_{ij} \) of pairwise interactions (bonds) between individual atomic species on all lattice sites,

\[
E_{\text{tot}} = \sum_i \sum_{j>i} e_{ij}(\mathbf{R}_i, \mathbf{A}_i; \mathbf{R}_j, \mathbf{A}_j),
\]

where \( \mathbf{R}_i \) is the lattice position of site \( i \), and \( \mathbf{A}_i \) is the type of the atomic species located on it. In our case, the possible atomic species include metal atoms (Ga and In) and vacancies (V) on the metal sublattice. It should not be forgotten that in such an approach, the “bonds” are virtual objects, rather than the real covalent bonds between atoms. The metal atoms in GaInN are too far away from each other and their interaction is mediated by nitrogen atoms.

According to the definition, the bond energies depend only on the chemical nature of species \( A_i \) and \( A_j \) terminating a bond and on the relative positioning of these species. Usually, the interaction between atoms in solids is short ranged and, hence, we can safely assume that \( e_{ij} \) is nonvanishing only for atomic pairs separated by a limited number \( K \) of nearest-neighbor distances. Then Eq. (3) can be rewritten as

\[
E_{\text{tot}} = \sum_{k} \sum_{A,B} n(A,B,k) e(A,B,k),
\]

where \( e(A,B,k) \) is the contribution to the total energy from a pair of atomic species \( A \) and \( B \) at the \( k \)th nearest-neighbor separation, and \( n(A,B,k) \) is the total number of such pairs in the simulated crystal. In this study, we restrict ourselves to the first four nearest-neighbor distances, which correspond to metal pair configurations O-1ac (referred to below as 1NN or ac configuration), O-1a (2NN or ad), O-2ac (3NN or ac2), and O-2c (4NN or cc), as shown in Fig. 1.

Equation (4) can be somewhat simplified if we take into account an additional geometrical restriction,

\[
\sum_B n(A,B,k) = Z(k) N_A/2,
\]

where \( Z(k) \) is the number of lattice sites in the \( k \)th coordination shell and \( N_A \) the total number of \( A \)-type atoms. Let us assume that we know the energy \( E_0 \) of some particular configurations of the considered system, where the numbers of bonds are \( n_0(A,B,k) \). Let us also fix one of the available atomic species, \( C \) (as explained below), it pays off to select for \( C \) the majority component, in our particular case, Ga, because we restrict ourselves to alloys Ga_{1-x}In_{x}N with \( x \approx 0.5 \). Then Eq. (4) is easily reduced to

\[
E_{\text{tot}} = E_0 + \sum_{k} \sum_{A,B+C} m(A,B,k) E_{\beta}(A,B,k|C),
\]

where \( m(A,B,k) = n(A,B,k) - n_0(A,B,k) \) and

\[
E_{\beta}(A,B,k|C) = e(A,C,k) + e(B,C,k) - e(A,B,k) - e(C,C,k).
\]

Presentation of the total energy in the form of Eq. (5) is especially convenient for LKMC simulations. First of all, it is easily seen that the energy change \( E_{\beta} - E_{\text{in}} \) in Eq. (2) is insensitive to \( E_0 \) and depends only on the bond energy combinations \( E_{\beta} \). Second, the sum over components in Eq. (5) does not contain summation over \( C \), so that atomic species of \( C \) type can be considered as a “background.” Finally, where \( C \) is the majority component, \( E_{\beta} \) has a simple physical meaning, being essentially the binding energy of two nearby atomic species in a “monatomic” material \( C \) (in our case, pure GaN). For LKMC simulations, these binding energies are external input parameters that ultimately justify the interpretation of the simulated alloy kinetics as corresponding to a particular material.

Hence, for LKMC simulation of In redistribution in GaN matrix, we need three binding energies \( E_{\beta}(\text{In,In},k) \), \( E_{\beta}(\text{In},\text{V},k) \), and \( E_{\beta}(\text{V},\text{V},k) \) for each of the four considered interatomic separations \( k \). The required binding energies were determined in this study as

\[
E_{\beta}(A,B,k) = E_{\beta}(A,B,k) + E_{\text{bulk}} - E_{\beta}(A) - E_{\beta}(B),
\]

where \( E_{\text{bulk}}, E_{\beta}(A) \), and \( E_{\beta}(A,B,k) \) are the total energies of identical GaN supercells containing, respectively, no extra atoms, one atom of type \( A \), and an atomic pair (\( A,B \)) at separation \( k \). The calculations of these total energies were performed using the density-functional-theory-based code\(^{32} \) VASP with the local density approximation.\(^{33} \) The interaction between ions and electrons was described using the projector-augmented wave method,\(^{34} \) treating 3d electrons of gallium and 4d electrons of indium as valence states. The considered supercell supercells for wurtzite GaN contained from 4 to 300 atoms, depending on the particular task pursued. Periodic boundary conditions were used. The reciprocal space integrals were approximated by sums over from (9,9,9) to (1,1,1) Monkhorst-Pack special points (depending
on the supercell size), folded within the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone.\textsuperscript{35}

According to these \textit{ab initio} calculations, cation vacancies in GaN interact neither between themselves nor with In atoms, i.e., $E_b(\text{In}, V, k) = E_b(V, V, k) = 0$. In other words, the only role of cation vacancies in GaN is to enable the jumps of In atoms. Hence, in our simulations, only one vacancy per cell was considered, which, having in mind periodic boundary conditions, corresponded to vacancy concentrations of $\sim (3-5) \times 10^{-5}$. The fact that vacancy concentration in real samples can be even lower does not affect the simulation output, but increases the time scale, because at very low vacancy concentration, any piece of the sample with the volume of LKMC simulation cell remains, for most of the time, devoid of any vacancies. Since, in this paper, we are interested mostly in the qualitative behavior of decomposing GaInN, and not so much in particular time scales, we circumvent below the problem of vacancy concentration, characterizing the kinetics in terms of the elapsed time (though it is also estimated by the employed code CASINO-LKMC), but in terms of the number of performed Monte Carlo steps or, equivalently, vacancy jumps [in the algorithm employed, each Monte Carlo step corresponds to one vacancy jump]. For the same reason, in some calculations, we did not consider vacancies at all, allowing In atoms to directly exchange places with the first nearest-neighbor (1NN) Ga atoms on the metallic sublattice. This simplification allowed us to noticeably accelerate the annealing kinetics, especially at low In contents. The acceleration is achieved, naturally, at the expense of losing the correlation effects in In self-diffusion, but several parallel runs, where the diffusion was either mediated by a vacancy or performed via the direct In-Ga exchange, demonstrated no difference in the resulting decomposition patterns.

\section*{III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION}

As is well known from the theory of alloys,\textsuperscript{26} the outcome of alloy decomposition is determined by the competition of the energy and the entropy contributions to the alloy free energy. For this reason, the decomposition trends are most pronounced at low temperatures, where the energy contribution dominates. Correspondingly, if pairing together two separated In atoms gives a gain in the total crystal energy, one can expect that the InN/GaN phase separation would dominate at sufficiently low temperatures. Assuming that the total crystal energy is reasonably well represented by Eq. (5) and having in mind that the elastic interaction of atoms in covalent crystals is relatively short ranged, one can make rough qualitative conclusions concerning the alloy decomposition trends based on the binding energies of the simplest clusters (atomic pairs) in very dilute alloys. Correspondingly, we have started with the first-principles calculation of the energies of a number of In atom configurations corresponding to low In contents in the alloy.

First of all, we have estimated the equilibrium cell sizes corresponding to different In concentrations in the matrix (= different numbers of In atoms randomly distributed in the \textit{ab initio} simulation cell). This was necessary in order to correctly account for changes in the lattice parameters of the alloy, $a$ and $c$, caused by the noticeable difference of Ga and In covalent radii. For pure GaN, the obtained value of $a = 3.153$ Å is somewhat lower than the experimental one [3.19 Å (Ref. 27)], but the obtained $c/a$ ratio is very close to the experimental one (1.632 vs 1.626, respectively). Having in mind that the ratio $c/a$ varies with the change of In content only a little [slightly decreasing from 1.626 in GaN to 1.62 in InN (Ref. 27)], the energies of supercells with different amounts of In atoms were minimized only with respect to $a$, keeping the ratio $c/a$ fixed at the value obtained for GaN (Fig. 2). The resulting equilibrium values of $a$ increase linearly as a function of In content $x$ in the alloy Ga$_{1-x}$In$_x$N and the slope of 0.34 Å practically coincides with the experimental estimate.

Then it has been checked how the nonrandomness in the spatial distribution of In atoms affects the energy of the system. For that purpose, we have calculated the total energies of \textit{ab initio} supercells containing several differently disposed pairs and trios of In atoms. In each case, one configuration (indicated as a random one) was selected so as to provide the biggest possible distances between In atoms in a supercell (taking into account the periodic boundary conditions). In order to eliminate the effect of lattice expansion due to the addition of In atoms, the lattice parameter $a$ in each case was allowed to fully relax. The calculated results are summarized in Table I. For comparison purposes, Table I contains also the

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{figure2.pdf}
\caption{(a) The dependence of the basal lattice parameter $a$ on In content in the alloy Ga$_{1-x}$In$_x$N ($c$ fixed at 1.632). (b) The variation of equilibrium $c/a$ ratio as a function of In content in a cell with parameter $a$ fixed at a value corresponding to pure GaN.}
\end{figure}
total energies for pure GaN cell and for a cell with one In atom. As can be seen, a nearby location of In atoms changes the supercell energy as compared to the random atomic disposition, and some configurations are energetically more favorable than the random distribution of In atoms (as indicated by the positive energy gain $E_g$, calculated as the energy difference between the random dispositions of In atoms and their close configurations at the same number of In atoms in the supercell; see Table I). It is seen, in particular, that indium atom disposition along [0001] direction is energetically favorable, but not in the basal plane. Both these conclusions are in agreement with the earlier analytical predictions employing electrostatic dipole energy calculations.\(^{36}\)

The gain energies $E_g$ in Table I cannot, unfortunately, be directly associated with the binding energies of In pairs, as defined by Eq. (7), for at least two reasons. First of all, the computational cell for each configuration was fully relaxed and, hence, corresponded to slightly different cell sizes. Though very small (within $2 \times 10^{-4}$ Å), this difference can still modify, in an unpredictable way, the gain energy, which is in itself a very small difference of the total cell energies. Second, the computational cell size used (96 atoms) is too small to completely exclude the interaction of indium atoms with their periodic images, and, hence, the “random” configurations above may not be a good reference at all. The second drawback can, however, be overcome if we calculate the binding energy of an arbitrary configuration X of In atoms as

$$E_b(X) = mE_{\text{tot}}(1) - (m - 1)E_{\text{tot}}(0) - E_{\text{tot}}(X), \quad (8)$$

where $E_{\text{tot}}(0)$ and $E_{\text{tot}}(1)$ are the total energies of the pure GaN cell and the cell with one In atom, while $m$ ($=2$ or $3$) is the number of In atoms in the simulation cell. The binding energies thus obtained can, in contrast to $E_g$, be interpreted as the “strain-free” values, because all total energies in Table I correspond to strain-free supercells. Note, however, that Eq. (8), when applied to random configurations, gives non-zero binding energies, which should not be the case for truly noninteracting atomic configurations.

The comparison of the obtained binding energies for trios of In atoms with those for In pairs indicates that the “bond” model, as described by Eq. (4), is indeed a reasonable approximation, because the energies of both aaa and aca chains are reasonably close to the sums of pairwise energies relevant to each configuration.

Judging from the calculated gain energies, we can expect that clustering of In atoms in the basal plane [at second nearest-neighbor (2NN) distances] is suppressed. On the other hand, the energy gain accompanying In atom accommodation along [0001] should prompt the formation of In atom chains in the c direction. Though the binding energy between In atoms in configuration cc is not high, it allows clustering at least at low temperatures, where the temperature-induced disordering is weak. LKMC simulation performed with the above-cited energy gains, taken at their face value, demonstrates that this ordering pattern should indeed be the dominant trend in low-In alloys [Fig. 3(a)].

At this juncture, it is worth mentioning that the prediction of the ordering and/or decomposition patterns in GaInN based on the defect binding energies, even calculated by first-principles approach, remains rather uncertain. First of all, this is related to the fact that the interaction energies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In atoms</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>$x$</th>
<th>$E_{\text{tot}}$ (eV)</th>
<th>$E_g$ (eV)</th>
<th>$E_b$ (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$-669.31$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$aa$</td>
<td>$0.021$</td>
<td>$-667.34$</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$ac$</td>
<td>$0.042$</td>
<td>$-665.37$</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$aca$</td>
<td>$0.042$</td>
<td>$-665.42$</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$cc$</td>
<td>$0.042$</td>
<td>$-665.52$</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>$0.042$</td>
<td>$-665.41$</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$aaa$</td>
<td>$0.063$</td>
<td>$-663.23$</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$aca$</td>
<td>$0.063$</td>
<td>$-663.54$</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>$0.063$</td>
<td>$-663.53$</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 3. Typical patterns of In atom distribution in LKMC simulation cell after annealing of Ga$_{0.9}$In$_{0.1}$N alloy at (a) 473 K, (b) 673 K, and (c) 873 K, assuming the energy gains for local short range ordering as given in Table I. Only In atoms are shown. The indium atomic chains, especially at higher temperatures, are in dynamic equilibrium, being continuously destroyed and recreated. The equilibrium is achieved well within 1 million vacancy jumps, which, assuming vacancy concentration of $6 \times 10^{-3}$ (one vacancy per simulation cell) and migration energy of 1.6 eV (Ref. 37), corresponds to times of \(\sim 100\) years, 2.4 h, and 15 s for cases (a), (b), and (c), respectively.
between metal atoms are quite low, regardless of the difference in the covalent radii of In and Ga ($\sim 11\%$). The reason is that Ga and In atoms on the metallic sublattice do not interact directly. As shown by our estimates, Ga atoms closest to a sole In atom shift from their site positions by less than 0.06 Å ($<2\%$ of Ga-Ga separation), while all the differences in covalent radii are compensated by shifts of intervening nitrogen atoms (Fig. 4). Because of the generally low interaction energy values, relatively small changes of them (related, e.g., to the binding energy estimation procedure) can lead to qualitatively different results. As a simple illustration, let us consider the formation of zigzag chains (that is, the chains aligned in the prismatic direction and consisting of a continuous repetition of $aca$ configuration). With the current definition of the binding energies, two $c$ chains shifted by one interatomic distance in the $ac$ direction do not interact (see Table I) and zigzag chains formed accidentally by close pairs of $c$ chains are observed in LKMC simulations rarely, but persistently. Replacement of the vanishing binding energy at the 1NN distance with a small negative value (as obtained for $E_g$ in Table I) completely suppresses the formation of zigzag chains in LKMC simulations.

Second, the energy gains associated with the correlated disposition of indium atoms are not the only parameters that determine whether the alloy ordering or phase separation is observed in practice. No less important for the decomposition kinetics and outcome are the annealing temperature and the In content in the alloy.

The annealing temperature affects the diffusion kinetics in two opposite ways. On the one hand, due to entropy considerations, the efficiency of clustering falls down with the increase of the annealing temperature [Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. On the other hand, the atomic mobility exponentially increases with the temperature increase. A possibility to observe the decomposition within the experimentally reasonable times (hours to days) arises only provided there exists a temperature region where a compromise between these two trends.

![FIG. 4. The atomic relaxation pattern around an In atom in GaN (in 192-atom $ab$ initio cell). For comparison, the calculated equilibrium Ga-N and Ga-Ga distances are 1.936 and 3.153 Å, respectively.](image)

![FIG. 5. The ordering patterns in In$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$N after annealing at 473 K. [(a) and (c)] $x=0.25$, duration: 30 million vacancy jumps. The set of In-In binding energies (in eV) at 1NN–4NN positions: ($-0.11$, $-0.04$, 0, and 0.11). [(b) and (d)] $x=0.5$, duration: 5 million vacancy jumps. In-In binding energies (in eV) set: ($-0.11$, $-0.04$, 0, and 0.11). White spheres in (c) and (d) and subsequent figures represent In atoms, while dark spheres represent Ga; nitrogen atoms are not shown. (a) and (b) show only In atoms viewed along (0001), while (c) and (d) are three-dimensional views of simulation cells with basal plane parallel to the top surface.](image)
can be achieved. For the used set of the binding energies, the ordering trend is hardly seen already at 673 K, while the time required to establish the dynamic equilibrium in the system remains reasonable only slightly below this temperature and, thus, the chances to observe the ordering for the gain parameters summarized in Table I are quite low, unless in a specially tailored experiment.

In nondilute Ga$_{1-x}$In$_x$N alloys (with $x \geqslant 0.12$), the relative distribution of In atoms becomes sensitive, in addition to the energy gain reasons, to geometrical restrictions, which force some In atoms to occupy the energetically unfavorable places. It is practically impossible in this situation to predict a priori which decomposition pattern finally dominates. For example, the selection of In-In binding energy values as in column "$E_b^c"$ results at $x=0.25$ in a columnar ordering of In atoms along the $c$ axis [Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)], while selection of quite similar values from column "$E_b^d"$ leads to no discernible ordering. On the contrary, the latter binding energies in LKMC simulations for In$_{0.3}$Ga$_{0.7}$N lead to interpenetrating "walls" of In and Ga atoms, aligned along the $c$ axis [Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)].

For alloys with low In content, it is practically impossible to correlate the LKMC predictions with the experimental observations. X-ray diffraction measurements discover no ordering at In contents below 0.2,\textsuperscript{11} but, on the other hand, even very pronounced In chains, as shown in Fig. 3(a), practically do not modify the x-ray diffraction pattern. On the other hand, ordering is definitely predicted for In$_{0.5}$Ga$_{0.5}$N,\textsuperscript{11} but the experimentally observed "1:1" ordering pattern (the interchange of basal planes filled with Ga and In) is equally definitely different from that shown in Fig. 5.

The simplest excuse would be to ascribe the experimentally observed phase decomposition patterns to some specific mechanisms that are active exclusively during the sample growth (e.g., ordering at the growing sample surface\textsuperscript{14}). However, even if this was the case, it does not explain the observed InN precipitation during the high-temperature annealing.\textsuperscript{7} It is not clear either why the 1:1 ordering, even if formed on the growing surface, would persist inside the film during quite long (~1 h) growth process at 700–800 °C (Ref. 11) if it is thermodynamically unfavorable. Hence, it makes sense to look for other possible reasons for the versatile phase decomposition patterns, not related to the peculiarities of the sample growth process.

The most relevant here seems to be the already mentioned fact that the values of the metal binding energies in GaInN, no matter how defined, are quite small. Correspondingly, relatively small variations of the binding energies are sufficient to cause sometimes (e.g., when the ratios of binding energies noticeably change or some binding energies change sign) a drastically different outcome of the alloy decomposition. Thus, Fig. 6 demonstrates that the modification of the energy of $aa$ bond (from −0.4 to 0.4 eV) suffices to obtain the domains of 1:1 ordering. The decomposition into ordered regions of Ga$_{0.5}$In$_{0.5}$N and regions of pure GaN at 273 K required less than $5 \times 10^6$ vacancy jumps in a crystal of $~3.3 \times 10^4$ cation sublattice sites. At higher annealing times, the ordered regions changed shape and tended to roughen [Figs. 6(a)–6(c)]. The increase of the annealing temperature to 473 K introduced bigger disorder, but the ordering pattern remained clearly discernible.

In order to better demonstrate the sensitivity of metal redistribution modes to the input parameters, we have performed a series of LKMC runs with different relations between the binding energies of close In-In pairs. In order to avoid uncertainties in the In-In binding energies related both to rather small size of the $ab$ \textit{initio} cells used for the estimates in Table I and to the independent relaxation of cells with different In-In pair configurations, these simulations were oriented at the self-consistent set of binding energies (see Table II), obtained for a 300-atom $ab$ \textit{initio} computational cell with the basal lattice parameter as in pure GaN and with $c/a$ ratios as in either relaxed supercell or Ga$_{0.5}$In$_{0.5}$N. Only interaction energies corresponding to the first four nearest-neighbor separations between In atoms were considered, because at higher separations, the In-In interaction is negligible (the estimated binding energies at 5NN and 6NN separations were below 0.005 eV). In each LKMC run, one or two of these parameters were varied so as to

![FIG. 6. The ordering patterns in In$_{0.25}$Ga$_{0.75}$N annealed with the In-In binding energies (in eV) of (−0.08, 0.04, 0.01, and 015). ([a]–(c)] $T=273$ K, intermediate configuration of the same LKMC run at 6, 20, and 70 million vacancy jumps, respectively. (d) $T=473$ K, 20 million vacancy jumps.](image-url)

TABLE II. The binding energies of In-In atom pairs in 300-atom GaN calculation cell with lattice parameters of (a) relaxed GaN and (b) Ga$_{0.5}$In$_{0.5}$N on thick GaN substrate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>$E_b$ (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$aa$</td>
<td>−0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ac$</td>
<td>−0.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ac2$</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$cc$</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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check their effect on the resulting kinetics. We do not discuss at the moment the possible physical reasons for such parameter variations; this is postponed to the later part of the paper. The runs were deliberately performed at relatively low temperatures in order to minimize the disordering effects of the annealing temperature. The In content of 50% was selected on the assumption that this simple In:Ga ratio allows clear ordering patterns.

A variety of phase decomposition patterns in Ga\(_{0.5}\)In\(_{0.5}\)N is demonstrated in Figs. 7–10. Selecting different binding energy sets, one can observe various types of ordering along the c axis (Fig. 7), 1:1 ordering (Figs. 8 and 9), and spinodal decomposition without any ordering (Fig. 10). In sufficiently big simulation cells, the formation of ordered domains is observed, the size of which typically grows with the increase of temperature. As could be expected, the ordering is very clear at low temperatures, but the increase of temperature decreases the ordering degree due to the increase of the mixing entropy contribution.

It is interesting to note that the 1:1 ordering in Ga\(_{0.5}\)In\(_{0.5}\)N can be obtained for substantially different combinations of input parameters. The most obvious is, as in Fig. 6, a combination of the positive 2NN binding energy (in the basal plane) with sufficient repulsion at the 1NN distance [Figs. 8(a) and 8(b)]. A less evident possibility involves the only positive binding at the fourth nearest-neighbor (4NN) distance [Figs. 8(c) and 8(d)]. In the latter case, the crucial part is played by the repulsion of In atoms at the third nearest-neighbor (3NN) separation, its increase from −0.01 eV [as in Figs. 8(c) and 8(d)] to −0.02 eV results in the very pronounced and uniform ordering, as can be easily seen in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b). Even at a rather high temperature of 673 K, where the ordering in LKMC simulation cell is not easily detected when viewed along the basal plane, as in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), a look along the c axis clearly demonstrates that only separate In atoms are captured in the Ga planes [Fig. 9(c)]. In contrast, phase separation in the form of spinodal decomposition (Fig. 10) requires that both 1NN and 2NN pairs have positive binding energies.

We, thus, see that practically all the experimentally observed modes of phase decomposition, in addition to those not observed experimentally in GaInN, can be reproduced with the parameters not much different from those summarized in Tables I and II. The question is, however, why the ab initio predictions fail to fall in the range compatible with the experimentally observed patterns. Below we discuss some possible reasons for that, deliberately putting aside those that we are unable to verify [e.g., that the experimentally observed 1:1 ordering is due purely to the film surface growth peculiarities and would never arise during the annealing of a random alloy, or that density-functional theory, which is, after all, an approximate method, unexpectedly fails in the case of GaInN].

The first reasonable possibility is related to the action of high elastic strains in GaInN samples. The experimentally observed decomposition occurs in GaInN layers grown on substrates with much smaller lattice parameter (typically, GaN) and, thus, are strongly anisotropically strained. As al-

![FIG. 7. Some c-aligned ordering patterns in LKMC-annealed Ga\(_{0.5}\)In\(_{0.5}\)N. [(a) and (b)] The In-In binding energy set of (−0.08, −0.04, −0.03, and 0.07 eV). Annealing (a) at 273 K for 2 × 10\(^6\) direct In-Ga exchange jumps and (b) at 473 K for 4 × 10\(^6\) direct In-Ga exchange jumps. [(c) and (d)] The In-In binding energy set of (−0.08, −0.04, 0.02, and 0.015 eV). Annealing (c) at 273 K for 2 × 10\(^6\) direct In-Ga exchange jumps and (d) at 473 K for 3 × 10\(^6\) direct In-Ga exchange jumps. In all figures, only In atoms are shown; the viewing axes are close to (0001).](image1)

![FIG. 8. Examples of 1:1 ordering patterns in LKMC-annealed Ga\(_{0.5}\)In\(_{0.5}\)N. [(a) and (b)] The In-In binding energy set of (−0.08, −0.04, −0.03, and 0.05 eV). Annealing for 1.5 × 10\(^7\) vacancy jumps at (a) 473 K and (b) 673 K. [(c) and (d)] The In-In binding energy set of (−0.08, −0.04, −0.01, and 0.015 eV) only In atoms are shown. Annealing for 2 × 10\(^6\) direct In-Ga exchange jumps at (c) 273 K and (d) 473 K.](image2)
ready mentioned in the Introduction, the fact that high biaxial compression affects both phase precipitation and ordering (suppressing the former, but promoting the latter) is supported by experimental evidences4 and previous \textit{ab initio} calculations (for zinc-blende GaInN).\textsuperscript{22,29} Earlier, we demonstrated that for some semiconductor systems [e.g., Si (Ref. 38) or SiGe (Ref. 39)], high elastic strains were able to strongly affect the relations between the binding energies

**FIG. 9.** Clearly pronounced 1:1 ordering patterns in LKMC-annealed Ga\textsubscript{0.5}In\textsubscript{0.5}N with the In-In binding energy set of (−0.08, −0.04, −0.02 and −0.015 eV). Annealing for $10^6$ direct In-Ga exchange jumps at (a) 273 K and (b) 473 K, viewed parallel to basal planes. (c) A sequence of annealing steps of the same run (from 0 to $6 \times 10^6$ direct In-Ga exchange jumps with the interval of $10^6$ jumps) at 673 K, viewed along the $c$ axis. The loop at intermediate annealing steps is a domain boundary.

**FIG. 10.** Spinodal decomposition in Ga\textsubscript{0.5}In\textsubscript{0.5}N during the LKMC annealing run at 473 K. The In-In binding energy set: (0.08, 0.04, −0.01, and −0.015 eV). (a)–(d) show the spatial distributions of In atoms after (0, 1, 10, and 100) $\times 10^6$ vacancy jumps. (e) shows the distribution of both Ga (dark) and In (light) atoms in LKMC simulation cell after $9 \times 10^7$ vacancy jumps.
between atom pairs at different interatomic separations. Hence, we have studied whether the biaxial compression arising in GaInN films growing on a standard GaN substrate was sufficient to modify the binding between In atoms in a way required to observe the experimental ordering patterns.

In order to estimate the effect of biaxial strains on the binding energies of In atoms, we have calculated by \textit{ab initio} the total energies of supercells with different lattice parameters. In order to minimize the effect of image interaction, 300-atom monoclinic cells (with $5 \times 5 \times 3$ elementary wurtzite cells) were used. In the calculations, we varied independently both the in-plane parameter $a$ (from the obtained equilibrium value for pure GaN, 3.135 Å, up to 3.153 Å) and the ratio $c/a$ (from 1.63 to 1.77). For each combination of the lattice parameters, the total energies for six supercells (that is, pure GaN cell, a cell with one substitutional In atom, and four cells with two substitutional In atoms at separations from 1NN to 4NN) have been calculated.

From these data sets, the binding energies of In atoms at different separations have been estimated according to Eq. (5). The resulting binding energies at different strains (calculated with respect to pure GaN as a reference state) are shown in Fig. 11. It can be seen that the binding energies are quite sensitive to straining in the prism direction, but much less so for the in-plane compression [in fact, the data for different considered in-plane strains $\varepsilon_{aa}$ fall practically on the same trend lines (Fig. 11)]. Two features of the results presented in Fig. 11 are worth mentioning. First of all, quite noticeable differences to the results in Table I can be observed. In particular, much weaker binding at the 4NN separation is obtained, while the lacking interaction at the 1NN separation is replaced with quite noticeable repulsion. On the other hand, the repulsive in-plane interaction is affected to a very minor degree. Second, the expansion in prismatic direction changes at least two of the binding energies quite noticeably. However, all of them remain small and neither changes the sign.

In order to estimate the effect of biaxial strain variations on the ordering, a series of LKMC runs has been executed for alloys with different In contents $x$, assuming that the biaxial strains in them correspond to the growth of Ga$_{1-x}$In$_x$N alloy on a thick GaN substrate. In these calculations, the binding energies of In atom pairs were assumed to be insensitive to the particular chemical environment around the pairs (as appropriate for the pair-bond model), which allowed us to apply the bond energy variation with strain, shown in Fig. 11, to alloys with variable In content. The in-plane and prismatic strains, corresponding to alloy Ga$_{1-x}$In$_x$N, are defined as

$$
\varepsilon_{aa} = \left[ a - a_0(x) \right] / a_0(x) \quad \text{and} \quad \varepsilon_{cc} = \left[ c - c_0(x) \right] / c_0(x),
$$

where $a$, $c$ are the actual lattice parameters and $a_0(x)$, $c_0(x)$ the equilibrium lattice parameters for the alloy with indium content $x$. As assumed above, $a$ in all cases remains that of pure GaN, while $c$ varies according to the loading conditions in prismatic direction. Assuming after the experiments that the complete stress relaxation in the $c$ direction is allowed, the variation of $c$ in a random alloy has been calculated as a function of $x$, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The equilibrium in-plane lattice parameter $a_0(x)$ was taken for each considered In content as in Fig. 2(a), while $c_0(x)$ was recalculated from $a_0(x)$ using the relation $c_0 = 1.632a_0$. The resulting strains and corresponding binding energies (extrapolated from trend lines in Fig. 11) are collected in Table III.

The alloy decomposition modes, corresponding to the sets of binding energies collected in Table III, were determined using LKMC simulation of the annealing of initially random alloys Ga$_{1-x}$In$_x$N with different In contents. The annealing temperature was deliberately kept quite low (273 K) in order to clearly reveal the ordering pattern, if any. The simulations at In content of 10 at. % has demonstrated no stable ordering picture, even though small transient regions of local order

![Fig. 11. The binding energies of four In-In pair configurations at different biaxial strains.](image)

### Table III. The external strains and the binding energies of In pairs at different separations, estimated from the \textit{ab initio} calculations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In content (at. %)</th>
<th>$\varepsilon_{aa}$ (%)</th>
<th>$\varepsilon_{cc}$ (%)</th>
<th>$E_b(aa)$ (eV)</th>
<th>$E_b(ac)$ (eV)</th>
<th>$E_b(ac2)$ (eV)</th>
<th>$E_b(cc)$ (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-0.072</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-1.07</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.065</td>
<td>-0.078</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>-5.1</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>-9.7</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
could be detected from time to time. On the contrary, at \( x \geq 0.25 \), the ordering is quite pronounced, though the mode depends on the indium content (see Fig. 12). In all cases, the domain structure was formed. With the increase of the annealing temperature, the domain size increases, but the amount of In atoms in disordered positions increases as well. Nonetheless, at \( x=0.25 \) and 0.5, where the In content fits the value required for the perfect pattern, the ordering remains clearly detectable even when the annealing temperature is increased to 673 K, which would provide sufficient vacancy mobility to allow the experimental observations.

For all considered In contents, the ordering demonstrates alignment along the \( c \) axis rather than the experimentally observed 1:1 pattern. In fact, this could be expected, because the bond energies for all \( x \) in Table III favor neither \( aa \) nor \( ac \) close pairs of the like atoms. This means that the effect of elastic strains is by itself insufficient to modify the \textit{ab initio} values to the necessary degree and some different reasons to reconcile the modeling with the experiment are to be found.

The fault can be, for instance, in the scheme that we use to extract bond energies from first-principles calculations. Indeed, above we assumed that the average effect of various chemical compositions around a close In-In pair can be fully reproduced in terms of the average strain acting on the same bond embedded in a purely GaN matrix. Though it is reasonable to expect that this approach works nicely at low indium contents, there is no guarantee that it is equally good for concentrated alloys. In order to check this possibility, we have calculated the energies of several random distributions of Ga and In atoms over lattice sites for an alloy with composition \( Ga_{0.5}In_{0.5}N \). The lattice parameters of the supercell were selected as appropriate for this composition [see Fig. 2(a)]. The binding energies were then found by the least squares fit. The resulting values are summarized in Table IV; the differences between the total energies calculated by \textit{ab initio} and those estimated by Eq. (5) with the fitted values were below 0.025 eV. As can be seen, the signs of binding energies are exactly reversed as compared to those for In pairs on GaN lattice. Correspondingly, the alloy decomposition pattern simulated by LKMC (Fig. 13) shows ordering mostly in the basal plane, but quite different from 1:1. Following the same terminology, it is better described as “2:2.”

Similar to the results presented above, ordering is observed only in the limited temperature range (practically no discernible ordering is seen already at 673 K [Fig. 13(e)] and the decomposition into domains is quite pronounced (the domain size in the basal plane decreasing with the decrease of temperature).

Unfortunately, the decomposition pattern shown in Fig. 13 cannot be definitely preferred to the other possibilities discussed above, because the confidentiality limits for the least squares fit are a few hundredths of eV. Though not big in themselves, they exceed in the absolute value the parameters cited in Table IV and, hence, tolerate quite arbitrary changes of bond energy signs, with all the accompanying consequences. This seems to be, in fact, the main difficulty for LKMC simulations of phase decomposition in GaInN: the absolute values of the relevant parameters are very small and their variations in quite reasonable limits (in order to answer both the differences in experimental conditions and the model uncertainties) are able to drastically modify the simulation output. On the other hand, the same may be the reason for the experimentally observed versatility of phase decomposition patterns in GaInN and their sensitivity to the particular experimental conditions.

TABLE IV. The binding energies found by the least squares fit to the \textit{ab initio} total energies for several random distributions of In and Ga atoms over supercell sites in \( Ga_{0.5}In_{0.5}N \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>( E_b ) (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( aa )</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( ac )</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( ac^2 )</td>
<td>-0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( cc )</td>
<td>-0.064</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 12. The ordering patterns predicted by LKMC as a result of annealing at 273 K. (a) \( x=0.25, 6 \times 10^6 \) In jumps; (b) \( x=0.375, 9 \times 10^6 \) In jumps; (c) \( x=0.5, 3 \times 10^6 \) In jumps. In all cases, the view is along the \( c \) axis.

FIG. 13. The patterns predicted by LKMC as a result of annealing of initially random \( Ga_{0.5}In_{0.5}N \) with the input parameters summarized in Table IV. (a) 273 K, \( 1.8 \times 10^7 \) vacancy jumps; (b) 473 K, \( 2 \times 10^8 \) vacancy jumps; (c) 673 K, \( 10^7 \) vacancy jumps.
A possible way to improve the reliability of the modeling predictions can be to proceed beyond the pairwise description of metal atom interactions and replace Eq. (4) with a more detailed Hamiltonian. One such possibility is proposed in Ref. 19, where the pairwise interaction term in the total crystal energy was supplemented with the contribution describing the “tetrahedral” correlation in the spatial distribution of metal atoms connected to the same nitrogen atom. Indeed, the interactions of metal atoms in the real alloy are mediated by intervening nitrogen and, hence, not only the stretching of metal-nitrogen bonds, but the changes in dihedral angles between them can give non-negligible contributions to the total crystal energy. However, the further improvements of the model are beyond the scope of this paper.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Summing up, our simulations demonstrate that the phase decomposition patterns in wurtzite GaInN are very sensitive to the interplay of metal atom interactions at several interatomic distances (at least to the fourth nearest neighbors) on the cation sublattice.

Several approaches used to estimate the corresponding interaction energies from the accurate first-principles calculations agree in that the differences between these energies are quite small, but the absolute values and, even more importantly, the signs of the binding energies of In atoms turn out to be sensitive to the modeling assumptions concerning both the effects of the local chemical composition and the external elastic strains.

Kinetic Monte Carlo modeling demonstrates an abundance of relaxation patterns, arising from variations of the metal interaction energies within reasonable limits, compatible with the uncertainties of the approaches tested by ab initio. Depending on the In content in the matrix and the particular parameter sets used, linear or wall ordering of In and Ga atoms along the c axis, various planar ordering patterns parallel to basal plane, and spinodal decomposition have been observed.

This high sensitivity of the GaInN decomposition to relatively small variations of the interaction between Ga and In atoms seems to be the main reason for the experimentally observed versatility of the alloy decomposition patterns and their sensitivity to the particular experimental conditions.
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